


ABOUT 
LEADERSHIP 
BENCH 

“A LEADER IS ONE WHO 
KNOWS THE WAY, 
GOES THE WAY 
AND SHOWS THE WAY.
- JOHN C. MAXWELL

‘Post’-Covid-19 CEOs, CSI managers, NGO directors and entrepreneurs are looking for new 
ways of doing CSI business. Industry seems to be moving in many directions at the same 
time, with no one entirely clear on how things will change and what they ought to do. Times 
will be tough, we are told, but no one knows just how tough and what the new priorities will be.

CSRNEWSSA’s Leadership Bench gives guidance to the industry, introduce new trends and 
showcase the current thinking of strong CSI voices in South Africa. In early 2021 we launch 
the Leadership Bench with a 10-month ‘Reboot, Reload and Rebuild the CSI economy’ series 
in which we feature emerging leaders in CSI – whether companies, NGOs or entrepreneurs – 
who have something to offer CSI as a whole. Participation in the Leadership Bench series will 
position your organisation as a leader in the fi eld, and undoubtedly attract the attention 
of potential partners.



“THE TASK OF THE LEADER IS 
TO GET HIS PEOPLE FROM 
WHERE THEY ARE TO 
WHERE THEY HAVE NOT BEEN.
- HENRY KESSINGER

WHY 
REBOOT, RELOAD 
AND REBUILD?

Covid-19 has devastated the economy. Companies have had to 
cut budgets and seek more effi cient, high-impact NGOs whose 
work can be counted on for quality and durability. At the same 
time there have been calls for a more inclusive, collaborative 
approach to CSI – an approach grounded in the expressed views 
of many stakeholders, not just a few. Such an approach is likely 
to achieve more lasting and meaningful results.

The question is, how do NGOs and companies adapt? What do 
we cut, what do we initiate? Our 10-month Reboot, Reload and 
Rebuild digital campaign will showcase the best and brightest in 
CSI thinking, offering a way forward for the industry.



The next era of CSI will not be driven by those who sit back and wait for change to happen.  
Instead it will be driven by those whose compelling ideas give hope and clarity to others, and 
whose voice may act as a rallying cry, shaping corporate social investment over the next few 
years. Your participation positions you as a leader in your fi eld and ensures maximum exposure 
for your organisation. 

Your participation in the leadership bench will afford you:  

1. An introduction to industry as a leader in your sector; 
2. Four leadership articles over twelve months, one for each quarter;
3. A high-impact social media presence on our Twitter, Facebook, 

Instagram and LinkedIn accounts;
4. A leadership feature on the CSRNEWSSA website;
5. A prime spot on our widely read CSRNEWSSA industry newsletter;
6. An ‘Editor’s Mention’ in the personal email sent to our over 3 500 

CSI industry subscribers; 
7. A profi le and photo on the CSRNEWSSA website; and
8. Three high-visibility banners on CSRNEWSSA and newsletters;
9. A possible podcast interview.

“LEADERSHIP IS NOT ABOUT TITLES, 
POSITIONS OR FLOW CHARTS. IT 
IS ABOUT ONE LIFE INFLUENCING 
ANOTHER.
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WHY 
WOULD I PAY 
TO BE HEARD?



Our team of journalists is on a 10-month ‘Reboot, Reload and Rebuild’ mission; to seek out the best and most persuasive 
thinking on what CSI needs to do now. The process is consultative; we would meet with you for an interview, write an article 
reflecting your ideas and contributions to CSI and submit it to you for possible amendments and additions. Once you are 
happy, we promote it on our various platforms – and back it up with mentions in our newsletter, website and ‘Editor’s Mention’ 
special feature. 

Our writers and editors are skilled at extracting the most compelling ideas from a heap of content.  We are here to help you 
defi ne your voice and ultimately position you in the best possible light, so that your mission, strengths and modus operandi 
are clear to all. 

OK, I’M INTERESTED 
HOW MUCH?

LEADERSHIP BENCH 
HEADLINE PARTNER

LEADERSHIP BENCH
DIGITAL PAGES

ZAR 349 980 ZAR 39 980

1. Naming rights
2. CEO or CSI Manager foreword
3. Plus 12 pages
4. Logo branding on partnered digital page
5. 12 flights on CSRNEWSSA
6. Social Media blasts to industry
7. Podcast interview
8. Leadership report and insight of industry 

bench task team

Sales Division:
Cell: 067 728 7338
Email: editor@csrnewssa.co.za
Website: www.csrnewssa.co.za
Stories: journalist@csrnewssa.co.za
Sales: sales@csrnewssa.co.za
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